Background {#Sec1}
==========

Text categorization is the task of automatically assigning pre-defined labels to text \[[@CR1]\]. Even though several methods can be used, machine learning is appealing due to the large data sets that are available as training data that allow for automating the development of categorization models effectively.

In the biomedical domain, research in automatic text classification is usually conducted in the context of indexing MEDLINE^®;^ citations with MeSH^®;^ descriptors. There are over 23 M citations in MEDLINE, with a growth rate of over 800 k new citations every year. This growth rate makes it difficult to keep up-to-date with new discoveries. To help cataloguing and searching biomedical documents, the US National Library of Medicine (NLM)^®;^ has produced the medical subject headings (MeSH) controlled vocabulary. Each MEDLINE citation is manually assigned a number of relevant medical subject headings that classify the document according to its topic. Manual indexing is, however, costly. As stated in \[[@CR2]\], MEDLINE indexing is the responsibility of a relatively small group of highly qualified indexing contractors and staff at the NLM who find it difficult to maintain the quality of this huge resource. In this situation, automatic methods to categorize citations might be relevant.

Current work on automatic biomedical text categorization based on machine learning has been dealing largely with *bag-of-words* representations. *Bag-of-words* based on unigrams are easy and fast to build and have shown good performance on many text categorization tasks \[[@CR3]\]. However, specialized domains such as the biomedical one suffer from a varied terminology which might be too sparse to efficiently train machine learning models. For instance, when building a categorization rule for *prostate cancer* documents, there are terms with low frequency that are highly relevant for classification, e.g. *prostate adenocarcinoma*. Ontologies and terminological resources like the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS^®;^) \[[@CR4]\] can help in the normalization of terms found in text and could be used to derive additional feature sets (e.g., through synonymy and generalization). This normalization has already been proposed for indexing MEDLINE with MeSH controlled vocabulary in the *Restrict-to-MESH algorithm* \[[@CR5]\].

There is also information latent in the structure of the text that is not usually considered in the categorization task, i.e., if the terms come from a specific section of a citation. For instance, if *prostate cancer* is mentioned only in the "[Background](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"}" section, then it is not as relevant as if it is found in the title of the article. This information could be used by the classifier in order to build a better categorization model, as has already been shown useful for the retrieval \[[@CR6]\] and the selection of topic relevant sentences \[[@CR7]-[@CR9]\].

In addition, there is meta-data that is usually linked to biomedical citations that is not taken into account and could be used to provide a better categorization performance. For instance, there are specialized journals in which certain types of articles are published, e.g. specialized journals for breast cancer like *Breast Cancer Research*.

Other issues with the features used in text classification are not considered in this work. For instance, there are learning algorithms that benefit from feature selection or better tuning of weights used to represent the features \[[@CR10]\]. In previous work, several machine learning (ML) approaches and their combination \[[@CR11]\] have been evaluated within the biomedical domain, trying to reproduce, for instance, MeSH indexing. On the other hand, most previous work relies on comparing or combining several ML algorithms (Bayesian models, neural networks, decision trees, regression, etc.) on *bag-of-words* representations. Little attention has been given to measuring the impact of feature engineering.

The motivation of this work is to evaluate the performance of machine learning algorithms on several types of features in the context of text categorization (in particular, categorization of MEDLINE citations with different MeSH headings), testing representations based on lexical, syntactic, semantic and argumentative information. In addition to evaluating each individual feature set, we test different combinations of features. We also evaluate several machine learning approaches to overcome the imbalance between the small number of positives versus the large number of negatives.

Overall, we find that the *bag-of-words* representation is a competitive baseline, slightly improved by the use of higher order n-grams. We also find that the combination of different features outperforms the *bag-of-word* baseline. In addition, a large improvement is obtained by using techniques that target the imbalance in the training set. Finally, we observe that the performance may vary depending on the evaluated MeSH heading, which might imply that optimal performance would require selecting a specific feature set in some particular cases.

Related work {#Sec2}
============

The most frequently used feature model is the so called *bag-of-words*: each position in the input feature vector corresponds to a given word or phrase and stores either a binary value indicating its presence or a numerical value indicating its frequency or even its TF-IDF \[[@CR12],[@CR13]\]. Other authors have used phrases rather than individual words \[[@CR14],[@CR15]\], but the results obtained are not significantly better (or are even worse) than those of the *bag-of-words* approach. Representations based on named entities have also been explored. They have proved to be useful when a reduction of the number of features is needed \[[@CR3]\], but do not add any classification power.

There is previous work on feature engineering for text categorization not bound to the biomedical domain \[[@CR3]\] that examines a large set of text representations, including lexical (e.g., *bag-of-words*), syntactic (e.g., noun phrases and key phrases) and semantic features (e.g., synonym and hypernym relations and concepts from WordNet). Syntactic features have also been used in combination with other lexical or semantic ones.

Previous work has attempted to improve classification by using bigrams as features \[[@CR16]\]. While using bigrams together with unigrams has proved to be potentially beneficial for text classification, using bigrams alone leads in most cases to a decrease in results comparing with the use of *bags-of-words*.

Lewis \[[@CR17]\] was the first to study the effect of syntactic phrases in text categorization, and found that a Naïve Bayesian classifier with only noun phrases yields significantly lower results than a standard classifier based on *bag-of-words*.

In \[[@CR18]\], part-of-speech tags are appended to words in the feature vector, and the position of each word in the text (whether it appeared in the first quarter, last quarter, or middle half of the document) is also codified. None of these features, however, improves significantly from using unigrams alone. Furnkranz et al. \[[@CR19]\] used automatically extracted linguistic patterns as features to a Naïve Bayesian classifier, and got a consistent improvement in precision. More recent efforts have proposed the use of external resources in order to semantically enrich the feature sets. In \[[@CR20]\], for instance, common-sense and domain-specific knowledge are used to enrich the *bag-of-words*, using repositories of knowledge such as the Open Directory Project (ODP), Yahoo! Web Directory, and the Wikipedia encyclopedia.

Text categorization in the biomedical domain {#Sec3}
--------------------------------------------

In the biomedical domain, text categorization is usually studied within the task of indexing MEDLINE citations with headings from the MeSH controlled vocabulary. This indexing provides an efficient way of accessing and organizing the huge volume of biomedical publications in MEDLINE. MEDLINE indexing is performed manually at the NLM and is supported by automatic tools provided by the NLM Indexing Initiative \[[@CR21]\]. MeSH contains more than 26 k terms in 2013; thus the indexing of MEDLINE with MeSH provides a large set of data to train and evaluate automatic categorization methods.

A good number of features have been already considered for MeSH text classification. In \[[@CR22]\], MEDLINE citations are represented using all single words and bigrams found in the titles and abstracts of the citations, after stop word removal. Documents are represented by vectors of binary attributes indicating the presence or absence of the features. Feature selection is used to reduce the feature dimensionality. Yetisgen and Pratt \[[@CR23]\] evaluated phrases in addition to the *bag-of-words* representation on the OHSUMED set \[[@CR24]\], a clinically-oriented MEDLINE subset over a five-year period (1987-1991) with 348,566 references. They found that combining both representations improved the performance of any single representation.

In \[[@CR25],[@CR26]\], text categorization is based on the references of related work made by the text itself to assign MeSH descriptors to a new citation. These approaches make use of the keywords manually assigned to the documents that are cited in the target document. A problem of this approach is that, when applied to the classification of MEDLINE citations, references are not usually available.

In \[[@CR27]\], a graph-based ranking algorithm, called MEDRank, is presented that models the text as a graph of UMLS concepts, and identifies the most "central" concepts within the graph. These central concepts are considered to be good indexing terms and finally translated to the MeSH vocabulary.

In the BioASQ challenge \[[@CR28]\], the participants had to deliver MeSH indexing suggestions for a set of new, thus not previously indexed, citations. Participants of the challenge found that bigrams seemed to be more effective than unigrams. Several methods used feature selection without achieving any improvement over not using it; other methods used the taxonomical structure from MeSH, that purely encodes an *is-a* relation between the headings. Many interesting submissions were done with ideas about which features could be used and experiments that showed the negative effect of applying feature selection \[[@CR29]\]. The submissions from the participants were measured against the performance of the Medical Text Indexer (MTI) system \[[@CR21],[@CR30]\], that was considered as a baseline of the performance of the participating systems.

More advanced approaches have considered a change in the representation of the documents, by training first-order logic models based on Inductive Logic Programming (ILP). In a more general domain, we find the work of Cohen \[[@CR31]\]. It has also been considered for biomedical indexing \[[@CR32]\].

The medical text indexer {#Sec4}
------------------------

The NLM Indexing Initiative has developed the MTI, which is a support tool for assisting indexers as they add MeSH indexing to MEDLINE. Given a MEDLINE citation with only the title and abstract, MTI will deliver a ranked list of MeSH headings. MTI has two main components: MetaMap \[[@CR33]-[@CR35]\] and the PubMed Related Citations (PRC) algorithm \[[@CR36]\]. MetaMap indexing (MMI) annotates citations with UMLS concepts. UMLS concepts are next mapped to MeSH following the Restrict-to-MeSH \[[@CR37]\] approach which is based primarily on the semantic relationships among UMLS concepts. The PRC algorithm is a modified k-Nearest Neighbours (k-NN) algorithm that proposes indexing candidates for MeSH headings which are not always explicitly present in the title and abstract of the citation but which are used in similar contexts. The citation being indexed by MTI is not considered when running it through MTI based on its PubMed identifier (PMID).

In a process called Clustering and Ranking, the output of MMI and PRC are merged by linear combination of their indexing confidence. The ranked lists of MeSH headings produced by all of the methods described so far must be clustered into a single, final list of recommended indexing terms. The task here is to provide a weighting of the confidence in the assignment.

Once all of the recommendations are ranked and selected, a post-processing step validates the recommendations based on the targeted end-user. The main goal of this step is to ensure that the proposed indexing adheres to the NLM's indexing polices. This step applies a set of specific rules triggered by either headings or terms from the text.

Feature types {#Sec5}
=============

In this section, we present the different features used to represent the MEDLINE citations for MeSH indexing based on machine learning.

Bag-of-words (Unigrams) {#Sec6}
-----------------------

As already mentioned, this is the most widely used feature type for text classification. In the *bag-of-words* representation, each word corresponds to a feature with a weight assigned to it. This weight is usually the number of times that the word occurs in the document or a binary value indicating its presence. In our experiments, we test both representations: **frequency** and **presence (binary)**. We have used a standard stop word list and a frequency threshold to filter out tokens.

Linguistic features {#Sec7}
-------------------

As stated in \[[@CR3]\], *bag-of-words* representations discard a great amount of information from the original documents, since word order and syntactic structures are broken. To deal with this drawback, more complex representations based on n-grams and phrases may be used. In particular, we use the following features: **Bigrams:** Previous work in categorization of general-domain texts has shown that the use of bigrams can substantially raise the quality of feature sets \[[@CR38]\]. We have generated a representation that combines bigrams (two continuous tokens) and unigrams.**Noun phrases:** Even though different experiments \[[@CR12],[@CR17]\] have found that the use of phrases as classification features causes a decrease in performance, we still believe it is worth testing them in the context of biomedical text categorization. To identify noun phrases, we use MetaMap \[[@CR33]-[@CR35]\]. MetaMap is a tool created by the NLM that maps text to UMLS Metathesaurus^®;^ concepts \[[@CR39],[@CR40]\]. MetaMap uses a variation on the MedPost Tagger \[[@CR41]\] to assign syntactic parts of speech and then uses the tags to identify phrases.

Citation meta-data {#Sec8}
------------------

Citations in MEDLINE contain meta-data about the citation that is already there before indexing. It has been shown that this additional meta-data can improve classification performance in the case of indexing Publication Types (PT) \[[@CR42]\]. We test the following meta-data from the MEDLINE citations as classification features: **Journal**: The journal in which the publication has been published may give some insights on the main topic of the citation. An internal study within the NLM \[[@CR43]\] found that, over the last five years and for 6,600 journals under study, the average usage of unique MeSH terms to index citations was only 999 out of 27,149. The study also revealed that each journal seems to have a small subset of MeSH terms that it focuses on. The maximum number of MeSH Headings (MHs) used by a single journal was 17,501 of the 27,149 (based on 58,032 articles). The fewest MHs used by a single journal was 3 of the 27,149 (based on 2 articles). Providing an overall average of 999. We have used the *NlmUniqueID* tag that provides a unique journal identifier instead of using the journal name that is not consistently defined.**Authors**: Since researchers are usually specialized in specific topics, they can help to predict the MeSH indexing terms relevant to the citation.**Affiliation of authors**: Since research groups usually work in a limited set of areas, they can also help to improve indexing performance.

Concept-based representation {#Sec9}
----------------------------

Concept-based representations have been previously used in general purpose text categorization \[[@CR3],[@CR44]\]. Concept-based representations are expected to better model the meaning of the text, by capturing semantic relations between words (such as synonymy) and avoiding word ambiguity. We use UMLS Metathesaurus concepts as classification features. Concepts are retrieved using the MetaMap tool. MetaMap is invoked using the -y flag that uses the default word sense disambiguation algorithm provided in Metamap. We test two different representations based on UMLS Metathesaurus concepts: **Frequency of CUIs**. We use the concept unique identifiers returned by MetaMap as features.**Frequency of concepts' names**. Instead of using the CUIs, we use the concepts' names. Note that concept names are not necessarily unique, so that different concepts with the same name will be represented by the same feature, so that ambiguity issues may arise.

Hypernym-based representation {#Sec10}
-----------------------------

As in \[[@CR3]\], we also test representing documents at a higher-level of generalization. This may allow for (a) a better representation of the semantics of the documents, by capturing the semantic relationships between words, and (b) the neutralization of the effect of infrequent but important terms.

For each of the UMLS Metathesaurus concepts that are returned by MetaMap, we retrieve from the UMLS its hierarchy of hypernyms. We next build different feature vectors by taking hypernyms at different levels: **First level taxonomy**: The feature vector is composed of the parents of the UMLS concepts that are found in the citation.**Second level taxonomy**: The feature vector is composed of the grandparents of the UMLS concepts that are found in the citation.**Third level taxonomy**: The feature vector is composed of the great-grandparents of the UMLS concepts that are found in the citation.

To represent these features, we have considered only the presence of each feature in the document.

Argumentative structure {#Sec11}
-----------------------

Using information about the argumentative structure of MEDLINE abstracts has been shown to be of use in different tasks \[[@CR8],[@CR9]\], such as information retrieval \[[@CR7],[@CR45],[@CR46]\] and automatic summarization \[[@CR47]\]. The hypothesis is that different sections of an abstract will include different types of information, so that information in some sections may be more relevant for MeSH indexing than that in other sections.

MEDLINE contains structured abstracts that can provide argumentative labels. A structured abstract is an abstract with distinct labeled sections (e.g., Introduction, Background, or Results). From 2010, the labeled sections in MEDLINE structured abstracts are mapped to the US NLM categories: OBJECTIVE, CONCLUSIONS, RESULTS, METHODS, and BACKGROUND \[[@CR48]\].

We use these argumentative labels in the abstracts as classification features in combination with the *bag-of-words* representation, by adding to the different words information about the sections of the abstract in which they appear. Since not all abstracts in MEDLINE are structured, argumentative labels for non-structured abstracts are obtained automatically, by using a logistic regression model trained using structured abstracts as developed in \[[@CR8],[@CR9]\].

Title versus abstract information {#Sec12}
---------------------------------

Closely related to the argumentative features described above, here we distinguish between features from the title of the citation and features from the abstract. The title given to a document by its author is intended to represent the most significant information in the document, and thus the words within it are expected to be the most meaningful words that describe the content of the document \[[@CR49]\].

We test whether making a distinction between features extracted from the title and features extracted from the abstract may improve classification performance.

MTI derived features {#Sec13}
--------------------

As introduced above, MTI is used to support indexing MEDLINE citations and has been found to produce very competitive results. The MeSH headings suggested by MTI are used as features for the learning algorithm.

In the evaluation, we consider the current MTI configuration as a baseline system; for PRC this means selecting MeSH headings appearing at least 4 times or more in the top 10 citations recovered from MEDLINE using the Related Citations algorithm \[[@CR36]\]. MTI combines the MMI and PRC components that includes additional *ad-hoc* rules added to either comply with indexing policies or address indexers' feedback.

In the experiments, we have used MTI output as features for the learning algorithm consisting of the MeSH headings predicted by MMI and PRC algorithms.

Experimental setup {#Sec14}
==================

Data sets {#Sec15}
---------

The evaluation data set is based on the data set previously used in \[[@CR11]\] and available from the NLM II website \[[@CR50]\]. The data set a subset of MEDLINE citations that completed the indexing process between November 2012 and February 2013. We have considered citations within a short period of time to ensure that there were no problems with policy changes in indexing that would have posed problems with the learning algorithms. As a result, our evaluation collection consists of 143,853 citations, 94,942 are used for training and 48,911 are used for testing.

From this set, we selected MeSH headings with at least 1,500 citations indexed. The number of selected MeSH headings is 63. We randomly selected 50 MeSH headings (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) out of these 63 MeSH headings. The training set contains 21,927 of the possible 27,149 MeSH headings in the 2014 MeSH vocabulary.Table 1**MeSH descriptors in the evaluation collection, and their citations frequencies in the training setDescriptorFrequencyDescriptorFrequency**Humans66612Disease models, Animal2203Male39007Rats, Sprague-Dawley2160Female38793Sensitivity and specificity2155Animals25529Cell proliferation2124Adult21471Biological markers2088Middle aged20867Cohort studies2072Young adult9512Risk assessment2049Adolescent8869Brain2035Mice7980Mutation2025Treatment outcome6749Mice, Inbred C57BL2005Aged, 80 and over6015Cell line1947Child5759Apoptosis1901Rats5610Infant, Newborn1865Risk factors4896Tomography, X-Ray computed1862Prospective studies3178RNA, Messenger1843Questionnaires3064Age factors1763Signal transduction2925Algorithms1698Cell line, Tumor2911Models, Molecular1692Molecular sequence data2695Antineoplastic agents1681Pregnancy2672Gene expression regulation1669Infant2551Dose-response relationship, Drug1627Magnetic resonance imaging2545Amino acid sequence1625Cells, Cultured2451Genotype1561Prognosis2450Neoplasms1521Case-Control studies2383Phylogeny1518

Machine learning algorithms {#Sec16}
---------------------------

The assignment of MeSH descriptors to citations is a multi-label classification problem, since more than one descriptor may be assigned to a document. We have dealt with each category or label as a binary classification problem. For each MeSH heading a classifier is built that decides whether the document should be assigned to the corresponding class.

We have used different learning algorithms with the various feature sets described in previous sections. We have used two learning algorithms that have shown competitive results in previous work. The first one is Support Vector Machine. We have used the implementation available from SVM light \[[@CR51]\]. Default options for SVM light were used, i.e. linear kernel and a C parameter set to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$\frac {1}{\text {average} X \cdot X}$
\end{document}$, thus estimated based on the feature representation being used. The number of features per representation is available from Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Extended results. The second one is AdaBoostM1 that uses a C4.5 decision tree as the base learner with pruning confidence set to 0.25. We have used the implementation available from the MTI_ML package \[[@CR52]\], that has reported good results for MeSH indexing.

As we observe in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} there is a large imbalance between the citations indexed with a given MeSH heading (positives) and the citations not indexed with it (negatives). This is a problem for learning algorithms that optimise learning for accuracy, and in some cases the trained models simply predict the majority class. We have evaluated using AdaBoostM1 with oversampling to provide more weight to the positive citations. We have evaluated as well using SVM-perf optimizing F-measure instead of accuracy \[[@CR53]\], using the -c parameter to trade-off between training error and margin. Finally, we have used the implementation available from \[[@CR54]\] and the -c value has been set to 100.

Evaluation metrics {#Sec17}
------------------

To evaluate the different feature sets, we use *precision*, *recall* and *F-measure*, as traditionally done in supervised classification. The F-measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, and is computed as follows: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$ F-measure = \frac{2 \times recall \times precision}{recall + precision}  $$
\end{document}$$
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where true positive is the number of the citations correctly assigned to the MeSH category, false positive is the number of citations incorrectly assigned to the MeSH category, false negative is the number of citations incorrectly rejected from the MeSH category, and true negative is the number of citations correctly rejected from the MeSH category.

Average results have been provided for the 50 headings in the set *C*. Micro average sums all the true positives (TP), false negatives (FN) and false positives (FP) as shown in formula [4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}. These values are then used to calculate precision, recall and F-measure. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Macro averages are calculated averaging the precision and recall calculated for each individual category. F-measure is then calculated based on this average.

Results {#Sec18}
=======

Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} shows the average classification performance for several learning algorithms and several feature sets, in terms of F-measure. Unless otherwise specified, macro average values are used since very frequent categories will have more relevance in micro averaging. Extended results are available from Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Extended results (including results per MeSH heading, recall and precision and micro and macro averages). Statistical significance of the results was computed using a randomization version of the two sample t-test \[[@CR55]\].Table 2**Feature comparison over all resultsFeatureSVMLightSVM-perfAdaBoostM1Ada Over**Unigram0.4180.492 *†*0.4200.471 *†*Bigram0.4060.513\* *†*0.4200.477\* *†*Argumentative0.4030.479 *†*0.4150.464 *†*Noun phrases0.2220.329 *†*0.2220.271 *†*Concepts0.4090.497\* *†*0.4270.480\* *†*CUIs0.3980.4960.4220.475 *†*MTI predictions0.513\*0.531\* *†*0.478\*0.501\* *†*MTI MMI0.3980.454 *†*0.3670.382 *†*MTI PRC0.481\*0.502 *†*0.4300.453 *†*First level taxonomy0.3000.456 *†*0.3510.429 *†*Second level taxonomy0.2220.424 *†*0.3290.393 *†*Third level taxonomy0.1730.3830.2850.341 *†*Journal0.1150.193 *†*0.1260.208 *†*Affiliation0.0460.0640.0450.044 *†*Author0.0620.137 *†*0.0810.084 *†*Results are reported in F-measure. Binary representation of features is used. Several learning algorithms have been used including SVMLight, SVM-perf, AdaBoostM1 and AdaBoostM1 with oversampling of positive instances (Ada Over). For each column, results significantly better than unigram (p \>0.05) are indicated with \*. For each pair of methods (SVMLight/SVM-perf and AdaBoostM1/Ada Over), statistical differences are highlighted using *†*.

Machine learning algorithms {#Sec19}
---------------------------

Concerning the ML algorithms, our experiments provided some interesting conclusions (see Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Overall we can see that AdaBoostM1 with oversampling and SVM optimized for multi-variate measures perform much better than AdaBoostM1 and SVM, which is significant. Using SVM optimized for F-measure improves the performance over other learning algorithms on the same set of features, usually improving recall at the cost of precision for the configuration of the algorithm, which is not significantly better compared to AdaBoostM1 with oversampling. AdaBoostM1 improves when using oversampling on the data set before the training.

Feature sets {#Sec20}
------------

Concerning the feature sets, it can be observed from Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} that the best performance is obtained when simple and traditional features such as **unigrams and bigrams** are used; the difference is significant except for AdaBoostM1. Note that, in this table, binary representation is used. More specifically, bigrams are the best performing individual features. Just as a reminder, in our implementation bigrams include unigrams as well. Bigrams boost the precision at the cost of some recall, even though the average performance does not change. A close look at the results by MeSH heading (see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Extended results) shows that bigrams perform better on the most frequent MeSH headings, but performance drops in the less frequent ones.

Our results corroborate previous claims that the **use of noun phrases** as classification features causes a significant decrease in performance compared with the use of unigrams \[[@CR17]\]. This is in fact one of the worst performing classification features we have tested. Lewis \[[@CR17]\] suggested that the main reasons for these results are that phrase-based representations (i) have an uneven distribution of feature values and (ii) contain many redundant features.

**Concept representation** of the citations has performance comparable to the unigrams, being even better for some of the learning algorithms, even though the differences are in most cases not significant. This is the second best performance feature, after bigrams. Surprisingly, we obtain better results when representing concepts by their name than when representing them by their CUI. This may be due to the fact that MetaMap may be incurring errors when solving ambiguity to assign the concept unique identifiers.

The results from the **hypernym representations** are, however, very disappointing. Generalization of concepts at the different levels has showed a significant decrease in performance compared with using the concepts themselves. We observe that the higher the generalization, the worse the classification results.

On the other hand, using the **meta-data** from the MEDLINE citations (journal, authors and affiliation) as the only features is not enough to correctly classify the citations. This was expected, since they provide little discriminative information that should be used in combination with more informative features (see Section "[Feature combination](#Sec21){ref-type="sec"}" below).

The **argumentative structure** information does not seem to improve the performance of the classifiers. The argumentative structure has been assigned based on a trained classifier; thus either mistakes made by the classifier might have impacted the performance or there is simply no overall impact using this kind of classifier.

Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} shows the results when the classification attributes are separated according to their **location** (title or abstract - TIAB), for the most promising features so far (Unigrams, Bigrams, Concept names and CUIs, and First level taxonomy) and the best ML algorithm (SVM-perf). Making the distinction of the provenance of the features, either from the title or the abstract of the paper, the performance slightly improves in most of the cases, which is not significant in most of the cases. A larger statistically significant improvement is observed when working with concepts rather than terms.Table 3**Results of the best performance features (Unigrams, Bigrams, Concepts' names and CUIs, and First level taxonomy) keeping the source of tokens (either title or abstract), using SVM-perf and a binary representation of featuresPrecisionRecallF-measure**SVM-perf unigram0.3950.6540.492SVM-perf bigram0.4140.6750.513\*SVM-perf concepts0.4040.6460.497\*SVM-perf CUIs0.4040.6430.496\*SVM-perf first level taxonomy0.3510.6530.456SVM-perf TIAB unigram0.3980.6590.496\*SVM-perf TIAB bigram0.4080.6850.512\*SVM-perf TIAB Concepts0.4050.6560.501\*SVM-perf TIAB CUIs0.4070.6550.502\*SVM-perf TIAB first level taxonomy0.3760.6100.465Results significantly better than unigram (p \>0.05) are indicated with \*.

In addition, it has been found that **binary features** perform better than **frequency-based features**, as can be seen in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, even though the difference is not significant. This was found as well by Dumais et al. \[[@CR13]\] in non-domain specific collections. This might be explained because the abstracts are short, and thus there is a larger variance of term frequencies. We find that using binary features seems to perform better compared to using the term frequency in terms of F-measure, even though it boosts precision at the cost of recall.Table 4**Binary versus term frequency features using SVMLight and SVM-perf on unigrams and bigramsBinaryTFPrecisionRecallF-measurePrecisionRecallF-measure**SVMLight Unigram0.6780.3020.418\*0.6940.2690.387SVMLight Bigram0.7110.2840.4060.7080.2730.394SVMLight TIAB unigram0.6780.3020.418\*0.7000.2630.383SVMLight TIAB bigram0.7300.2940.420\*0.7150.2680.389SVM-perf Unigram0.3950.6540.4920.3900.6860.497SVM-perf Bigram0.4140.6750.5130.4420.5940.507SVM-perf TIAB unigram0.3980.6590.496\*0.4010.6090.483SVM-perf TIAB bigram0.4080.6850.5120.4280.6110.503For each row, significantly better results (p \>0.05) are indicated with \*.

When using the **predictions by MTI** as classification features, the performance is below the original MTI performance. MTI system performance is above the other approaches, which is understandable since it has been tuned for MeSH indexing and has specific rules for indexing. Average MTI results are shown in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. In addition to the MTI results, performance of its components are shown. The results for MMI and PRC independently are much lower compared to the MTI results. Performance of individual components of MTI is improved when their predictions are used as features within machine learning algorithms. One difference is the use of machine learning applied to the Check Tags \[[@CR56]\], the most commonly used MeSH headings. Another difference is that MTI implements a set of rules produced by interaction with MeSH indexers.Table 5**MTI results and individual performance of its components MMI (MetaMap + Restrict-to-MeSH) and PRC (PubMed Related citations)PrecisionRecallF-measure**MTI system0.6120.4990.549MMI0.5560.2120.307PRC0.6020.3560.447MMI+PRC0.6000.3930.475

Feature combination {#Sec21}
-------------------

Results show that performance is dependent on the features and the machine learning algorithms. Overall, unigrams and bigrams seem to be competitive compared to other features with over 0.51 in the F-measure when used with SVM-perf. We could try improving the performance of unigrams by combining them with other feature sets (MTI performance has been shown to improve by combining several sources of information).

A large number of feature combinations could be considered. Based on the results in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, we have selected a limited set of feature combinations using unigrams and bigrams to evaluate the contribution of adding several features. In addition, we show the performance of the learning algorithms when combining all the available features. The results on the combination of features are available from Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}.Table 6**Feature combination resultsSVM-perfAda overFeature combinationPrecRecF1PrecRecF1**Unigram0.3950.6540.4920.5280.4250.471Unigram+CUI0.4090.6570.504\*0.5290.4370.479\*Unigram+Meta0.3870.6720.4910.5500.4050.466Unigram+NP0.3820.7010.495\*0.5350.4240.473Unigram+Taxo0.4030.6600.500\*0.5310.4320.477Unigram+mti0.4480.6790.540\*0.5860.4770.526\*Unigram+mmi+prc0.4450.6770.537\*0.5830.4740.523\*Unigram+all0.4520.6890.546\*0.6000.4760.531\***Feature combinationPrecRecF1PrecRecF1**TIAB+bigram0.4080.6850.5120.5560.4210.479TIAB+bigram+CUI0.4390.6880.5360.5560.4350.488\*TIAB+bigram+Meta0.4080.6890.5130.5810.4060.478TIAB+bigram+NP0.4170.6860.518\*0.5600.4220.481TIAB+bigram+Taxo0.4180.6790.518\*0.5540.4120.472TIAB+bigram+mti0.4510.7010.549\*0.6040.4750.532\*TIAB+bigram+mmi+prc0.4480.6990.546\*0.6070.4660.528\*TIAB+bigram+all0.4700.6820.557\*0.6290.3800.474Results are reported in Precision (Prec), Recall (Rec) and F-measure (F1). Unigrams and bigrams with feature source (either title or abstract, TIAB+bigram) are combined with concepts identifiers (+CUI), meta-data (+Meta), noun phrases (+NP), hypernyms (+Taxo), MTI predictions (+mti), MTI components (mti+prc) and all the features (+all). For each column, results significantly better (p \>0.05) than the ones obtained with unigram or TIAB+bigram are indicated with \*.

The combination of features has different performance depending on the learning algorithm. AdaBoostM1 with oversampling seems to perform better overall with feature combination than with the bigram baseline. On the other hand, when all the features are combined the performance is lower compared to the baseline. One reason for this is over-fitting of the data due to the large number of features; SVM-perf seems to be more resilient to this problem. This shows as well that the conclusions on the feature experiments depend not only on the feature sets but on the learning algorithms being used. Overall, from the two sets of experiments, better results are obtained in the bigram set, which was already the case in the results without feature combination.

Using noun phases (+NP) shows some non-significant improvement over the unigram and bigram baselines. When using concepts annotated using MetaMap (+CUI) there is a large significant improvement considering the baseline. The improvement is not as important when using concepts from UMLS first level hypernyms (+Taxo) and performance even decreases when using AdaBoostM1. This might be surprising when considering the results only using CUIs, but it may mean as well that CUIs normalize the terms in the citation while adding more general concepts which might make the model less specific to the categorization problem. The article meta-data (+Meta), containing the journal ID, the affiliation and authors, show either a decreased performance or a non-significant improvement.

Considering combining MTI suggestions with either unigrams or bigrams (+MTI), the results are below MTI results, even though SVM-perf with bigrams is closer to MTI's performance. On the other hand, combining MTI components (+MMI+PRC), we find that the result is better than when considering each component separately. SVM-perf with bigrams+MMI+PRC has a result that is close to MTI's performance, which is interesting since no manually implemented rules are used compared to MTI's implementation.

Finally, combining all features improves performance of any individual feature set, except for AdaBoostM1 and bigrams, as mentioned above. Furthermore, when using SVM-perf and combining bigrams with all other features, the results are significantly better than MTI results, showing that it is possible to improve MTI's performance using automatic methods.

Discussion {#Sec22}
==========

The experiments show that unigrams and bigrams are a strong baseline compared to other more sophisticated features, which is in agreement with previous work. A conceptual representation based on MetaMap shows similar performance compared to unigrams. In addition, combining the features improves the classification performance. When combining all feature sets, even better results than the MTI system are achieved.

The machine learning algorithm has an influence as well on the performance. Looking at the overall results, SVM-perf has the best average performance for the different feature sets (even better the AdaBoostM1 with oversampling). AdaBoostM1 with oversampling performs better than AdaBoostM1 using the natural class distribution. This means that learning algorithms prepared to deal with data set imbalance perform better. We find as well that when all the features are used, AdaBoostM1 with oversampling has decreased performance, which might be due to over-fitting of the learned model. Previous work on feature selection for MeSH categorization has shown a decrease in performance when feature selection is used \[[@CR29]\], and it has been seen as well for algorithms like SVM in more general domains \[[@CR57]\]. A possible solution might be to increase the size of the training set when a large number of features is being used.

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the F-measure per MeSH heading of the best combination of features (TIAB+bigram+all) and the best performance algorithm (SVM-perf). Our results corroborate previous work that has shown that the performance decreases for the less frequent MeSH headings compared to more frequent ones \[[@CR11]\]. We can see this with the most frequent MeSH headings: *Humans*, *Male* and *Female*. Except for a couple of MeSH headings (*Animals* and *Mice*), the performance of the algorithms with respect to these MeSH headings decreases. However, we have observed that using learning algorithms resilient to class imbalance shows improved performance that has a positive impact on less frequent ones.Figure 1Classification performance per MeSH heading. The figure shows the F-measure for each MeSH heading, when the best combination of features is used for classification (TIAB+bigram+all) and using the best performance ML algorithm (SVM-perf).

Conclusions {#Sec23}
===========

Research in MeSH indexing has mostly used the *bag-of-words* representation, leaving other more sophisticated features aside. In this paper, we have studied the feasibility of exploiting the syntactic, semantic and structural properties of texts in order to improve classification of MEDLINE citations with different MeSH headings. Our main conclusion is that, even though traditional features such as unigrams and bigrams have strong performance compared to other features, it is possible to combine them to effectively improve the performance of the *bag-of-words* representation for MeSH indexing. The combination allows improving the performance over the MTI system, that has been shown to be a hard baseline to improve on \[[@CR28]\]. We have also found that the selection of the learning algorithm has an influence in the overall performance of the system. Algorithms that are more resilient to the imbalance of the data set show improved performance.

As future work, we plan to take further features into consideration, including the part-of-speech, using automatic summaries from PMC full text articles instead of the abstracts for extracting the classification features, exploiting more in depth the argumentative structure of the abstract, for instance, by including as features only the tokens from relevant sections, and exploring additional features from MEDLINE or full text articles. We have not investigated the combination of learning algorithms in this work, which has previously shown to improve performance \[[@CR56]\]. We did not investigate the selection of MeSH headings according to the best performing combination of features and methods \[[@CR11]\]. Recent work using deep learning for MeSH indexing \[[@CR58]\] shows promising results and could be considered to obtain a better set of features automatically. All this could be explored as future work. Furthermore, since over-fitting is a problem with some learning algorithms and feature selection seems to decrease performance \[[@CR29]\], larger citation sets could be considered in further experiments.

Additional file {#Sec24}
===============

Additional file 1**Extended results.** These extended results are in an Excel file. The first four sheets (*SVMLight*, *SVM_perf*, *AdaBoostM1* and *AdaBoostM1 Oversampling*) contain detailed results for the feature sets for each of the algorithms for the different MeSH headings. Combination of feature sets are available from the sheets *Feature Combination SVM_perf* and *Feature Combination Ada Over*. Results are measured in Precision (P), Recall (R) and F-measure (F1). The sheet *Overall results* contains a summary of the average performance of the experiments.
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